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. This invention relates to the laying'of building siding 
panels and particularly to the method of laying the panels 
using a corrugated clip spaced at intervals laterally on 
the top edge of the siding‘ panels whereby each course 
of panels is spaced outwardly ofthe wall and of each 
other to provide ventilatingand breathing passages from 
the space between the wall and panels and through the 
spaces between the panels to the-atmosphere. , ‘ 
The invention-consists essentially in providing corru 

gated clips which ?t snugly on the top edge of the panels 
at spaced intervals, with the rear leg of the clips spacing 
the panels away from the wall while the front leg of the 
clips provide a rest for the back side of the panels of the 
next course, holding these panels ‘spaced outwardly of the 
panels below. The front leg of the clip may be'provided 
with two. upwardly projecting‘barbs which grip'the siding 
panel and materially assist in the placing of the panel. 
The courses of panels are held in place on the wall by 
securing nails above and below the overlap of the panels, 
the lower nails- passing through the panel into the wall 
and holdingthe upper back edge of the lower panel ?rmly 
against ‘the back legs of the spacing. clip while the upper 
nails pass through the upper panel into the wall and 
hold the lower edge of the1 upper panel ?rmly against the 
front leg of the spacing clips. ' Each succeeding course of 
‘siding panels is provided with, spacing clips on its top 
edge and so provides a ventilating and breathing passage 
.at the overlap of the panel courses. ‘ 1 
The object of the ‘invention ‘is therefore to provide 

means whereby the courses of siding panels are spaced 
‘out from the supporting wall and from each other at their 
overlap to providefree ventilationand breathing of the 
"whole space between the supporting wall and the‘siding 
.panels. . , q ' . .1 ' 

1 Afurther object, of the invention is to provide a simple 
and rigid means'for securing the siding panels to a sup 
porting wall while at the'same time holding the panels 
.spaced?therefrom. 
A further ‘object‘of the invention is to providea light 

weight, vstrong and rigid clip ‘which can be ?tted over 
the top edgeLof a siding panel to space the panel from 
lthewall and position and support the next upper course 
of siding panels in lapped andspaced relationship there 
.from.. . I 

'A further object of the‘ vinvention is to provide a 
spacing clip having upwardly projecting barbs'for 'en 
gaging withand, holding the overlying panel in position. 
A further object ,of the invention is to provide a spac-' 
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. Fig. 2 is an enlarged vertical section onrthe line 2-2 
of Fig. 1. ' 

Fig. 3 is 
clip. ~ . . 

‘Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of‘one of the 
lapped joints showing the corrugated spacing clip ?tted 
in place and showing the securing nails holding the 
lapped panels to the wall. 7 > . ' 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view similar to Fig. 4 but taken 
between the spaced clips to show how the lapped panels 
are spaced to provide a ventilating space between the 
wall and the'panels and a breathing passage along the 
horizontal lapped edges of the panels and through the 
breathing channels formed by the corrugations of the 
spacingv clips. ' 'p ._ 

Fig. 6 is a cross section on the' line’6——6 of Fig. 4 

a perspective view of the corrugated spacing 

looking upwards in the direction; of the arrows and Y 
showing the spacing clip in section and the spacing of the 
panels from the wall and from each other. 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view ofa modi?ed form .of 
spacing clip in which two siding holding barbs project 
upwardly from the top of the front leg. 7‘ 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged sectional view similar to Fig. 4 
but showing the spacing clip of Fig. 7 with the holding 
barbs engaging the, overlying panel. _ _ 

Fig. 9 is a rear view' of the panels shown in Fig. 8 
with thevoverlying panel broken away to show the two 
holding barbs engaging the‘ overlying panel. 1 I 

vReferring to the‘ drawings, thebuilding wall 5, which :is 
to be covered with siding panels, can‘ be constructed in 
any suitable. manner to providea?rrn base for the scent 
ing of the panels tothe wall, and is usually provided with 
a spacing stringer 6 to give the desired angle of slope to 
the lower or ?rst course fof'siding pauelsj. ' 

The, spacing clips 8,'which]ar.ef ?tted‘tover the top edge 
of the panels '7 and the top edge of the panels 9 of sub 
sequent courses, are formed from narrow strips of lighte 
weight material such as ‘aluminum (orgalvanized steel 
but which .could alsobe of plastic: ‘_ These strips are 
corrugated at 10 in a longitudinal. direction, the depth of 
the corrugations '10 being equal’to the desired spacing 
of the_,top edge ofthe. s'idingpanelsj ‘and ?from the 
wall 5 and the 'spa'cingrof the lower lapped edge 11 of the 
panels from thetopaedge of the panels of the'course ir'nf 
mediately below. i V 1 . ' v p 

The spacing. clips. 8 are cut ‘in suitable lengths from 
the original strip and are formed (into the‘ Uj-shaped clips 
shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings, the corrugationsbeing 
formed during the bending; process.‘,The"clip‘s 8 are 
formed ‘having a long rear vleg 12 and a short front leg . 
13 joined by the member 14. The member 14 holds "the 
legs 12 and 13- apart so thatythe distance or spacing of 

, the ‘inner surfaces of these legs is equal to the thickness 
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ing clip for the‘siding panels, by the use of which the ' 
need to apply laths vertically on the wall, is eliminated. 
These and other objects of the invention will be appar 

companying drawingsyin which: _ I _ 

» Fig.1 i'sja perspective‘ view of the'corner of a building 
Wall saowitig are manner in which the siding panels are 
‘lappea‘and snowing'the location of'the spacing clips on 
the top edge of each course ofv panels. 
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i-ent'from the following detailed speci?cation and the ac- , 

70 

of the siding panels 7 and 9. ' _, > . 

In the modi?cation shown in Fig, 7, the spacing clip 
8 is provided with a pair of upwardly. projecting barbs‘22 
punched out from the‘crests'of the corrugations mat 
the topmost corner of‘ the‘front leg 13. The barbs 22 
are made during the corrugating and forming process. 
The siding panels7 and 9 are provided with horizontal 

recessed surfaces 15 and 16 on their inner faces at the 
top and bottom edges of thepanels. These recessi'e's115v 
and 16 have a horizontal depth equal to the depth of ‘the 
corrugations 10 of the spacing'clips 8 and have'a vertical H 
depth equal to the length ‘of the short front leg 13 of 
the clip plus the depth of corrugation in the memberplkl'. 
With the vertical depth of- the recesses 15 and 16 co-ordi 
nated with the length of the'short leg ‘.13 oflllthe clip 8,’ 
the overlap of the panels is fully supported by.the..t;lip 3 
while the clip is completely cloncealedjf 

without the recesses 15 and'16, if desired,.however, the 
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provision ‘duress reeess‘es permits .the panels to be re 
versed if necessary and provides a self-aligning feature ' 
in,_the_,assembly,ofitheupanels.,, , , ., . 

In the ‘assembly o'f"h“e”s‘iding panels 7 and 9 with the 
spacing clips 8. ._I_f short, length panels areluse'd, the 
clips ‘8 ‘are ?tted ‘ever the top edge of the panels ‘and ‘are 
located nearttheaends.v If long length panels are being 
used, “thefelip's are spaced apart 'atmintervals of approxi~ 
niately ‘sixteen "inches. This spacing will ‘be, varied to 
some ‘extent depending upon the type v of ‘pane‘zs ‘being 
used, their thickness and inherent strength. _ 
The dimensions of thespacing clips will ‘be governed 

by the size and type, of siding with ‘which vthey are to be 
used; in this particular instance, 'aiclip with 2121/2" long’ 
backfleg, Va." long top, 1/2" long front leg and'i/z" width 
would be , most suitable. 
When the panel 7 “has been located in place ‘against ' 

the wall _5, a nail 1177 is: driven through the panelvand‘into 
thewall'S, the long leg, of _the"clip holding the top'edge 

- ‘or the panel7 spaced, outwardly from the 'surface'of the 
wall 5. After one course of panelshas been ‘secured 

4 
clips form a rest supporting the ‘lower recessed portion 
of the next upper course of panels and holding said panels 
spaced outwardly from the top edge of the panels to 
which the clips are ?tted. ' 

2. In a wall covering of a type comprising horizontal 
coursesrof siding panels';‘laid with the lower portions of 
the panels in each course" overlapping the upper portions 
of the panels ‘of the next ‘lower course, ‘said panels being 
recessed on their rear face along their top and bottom 
horizontal edges, ‘a series of clips, corrugated lengthwise 
and ?ttedover the upper portions of the panels in each 
course, saidclipspresenting a medial portion overlying 
the upper edge of vthe panel to which it is applied and 
outer and inner leg portions extending downwardly over 
the outer. and inner surfaces of the panel, the length of 

a the outer leg portion being such that it does not project 

20 

to the .wall 5, the next succeedingcourse of panels 9 are , 
laid. Thelower horizontal recess 16 of the panels '9 rests 
on the exposed front legs 13 of‘t'he ,clips 8 and the nails 
18 are driven through the panels 9,.and into the wall 5, 
immediately above the clips 8 tohold the lower edge 
'of the ‘panels 9 ?rmly against the clips ‘8 and in spaced 
relation to the top edge of the panels 7. 7 

‘Subsequent courses of panels are laid in ‘the ‘same 
manner so that the top edges of the panels are all spaced 
outwardly fror'njtheiwalland the lower edges of the 
panels are all spaced outwardly from the ' panels im 
inediately below. i v 7 

‘As will be seen in Figs. 5 and 6, of the drawings, the 
elips '8 'ensurethat the panels are kept largely out of 
contact with the wall 5 so that a completely ventilated 
space is provided. which can breathe to the atmosphere 
‘through ‘the passages 19 as‘shown by the arrows 20. 
These breathing passages19 extend the full length of 
the course of panels, except where partly interruptedrby 
the vclips 8. Air passages ‘21 are provided under and 
between the crests. of the corrugations 10 so that, the clips 
.8,,.in_fact_jo?er practically’ no interruption of the breath 
ing passages 19,. _ , _ . 

, From the above description, it will be seen that the 
tittingof a simple spacing clip over the top edge of the 
siding “panels ensures that the whole area behind the 
panels ,forms a breathing space open to the atmosphere 
along‘ thewhole length of the overlap of one course of 
panels with another., The area behind the panels is not 

Hb'rolieni‘u'pinto separate 'compartrnentsby vertically dis 
posedtla'ths, or other such likemeans and, even at the 
location of the clips '8, the breathing area is hardly inter 
r'uptedf'as the corrugations of ‘the clips provide their own 
breathing passages to‘ the‘atmosphere. 

These light but" rugged corrugated clips 8 protect the 
top edge of p the panels from damage by compression 
while the securing nails are being driven through the 
panels into the wall. 'The'barbs 272' of the clips 8 en 
gage withvthe' sidingjpan'el 'in a manner’ permitting ‘one 
man installationfof these panels. This, is due to the fact 
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that the barbs hold one e'ndof the siding panel while the : 
other end is being'nail'ed into' place by‘ the applicator. 
What I’ claim‘ is: 7 _ r , 

I 1 1._‘_lnfa wall covering of a type comprising horizontal 
courses of siding. panels laid ‘with the‘ lower portions of 
thepanels in each cou'rselovierlapping the upper portions 
ofithe?pa'nels of the'next'lower course, said panels being 
reejessedon‘ their 'reanfacei alongftheir top and bottom 
horn:v yznt'al"edgesf'a'ls'eriesloffclips, ‘corrugated lengthwise 

?tted over the upperf portions of ‘the panels’ ineach 
course and servingjto‘espace‘ 'said'upper portions of the 
panels from the underlying "v’vall, the frbhtfportio?bfsaid 
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below the lower recessedwedge o‘fwthe overlying’ portion 
of the panel iath'e nextppper were’, thawrtusatians 
of 's'aid'clips wserving mistress theatre pqlj?smsdthe 
panels from the underlying wall‘ and forming arestsup 
porting the-lower recessed ‘portion offrthejnextlupper 
course of panels and holdingsaid panelsspaced‘ out 
wardly from the top edge ‘of ‘the panels to which the 
clips are ?tted. p H VHF V ‘A 

3. In a wall covering of a typecornprising horizontal 
courses ofsidin'g panels laid with ‘the, loweri'portions‘of 
the panels in each course overlapping the upper-portions 
of the'panels 'of'the next lowerjconrse, the jsaid'panels 
being recessed on their rear fac'efalong their top and 
bottom. horizontal edges,‘ a jjseries“ of,v clips “?tted over the 
upper portionslofl thegpanelszin each cours'ev'andw serving 
to space the. Said UPPQLPQI'YEIIS, 9f the. panels from 
the underlying wall, a series of jbarbsiprojecting upwardly 
from the top ‘ofjthe front portion oi ‘saidf'clips, the front 
portion of said clipsiforming a restisilprouin's the lower‘ 
recessed portion'ot the _ next ‘upper eoprsev of_ panels ‘with 
the said barbsprojectedgu'pwards. into thebody of the 
said upper 9Ql1ISe..Qf,.;P?¥n¢1§;?n4 itholdins Said ‘Panels 
spaced outwardly from the :top edge 'of'the panels to 
which the ‘clips ‘are ?tted.“ ‘ ‘ h _v p I _ __ I _ I .7 

4. In a wall coveringof ajtype comprising horizontal 
courses ‘of siding‘ panels'laid 'With_tl_le__'1QW€_f portions‘ of 
the panels in each coursefoverlapping‘theriupper portions 
of the panels'of the‘next'_'lowe_r_course,‘the said'panels 
being recessed on wtheii?r‘ear face ‘along their top and 
bottom horizontal'edges, a‘seri ' ' l'psu?tted over the 
.upper. portions .of. the panels‘ in . , 
to 'spacefrhe; said upper. portio'?sigt the, Panels from I the 
underlying _ Wall, jiéiashijef .f¢1i1>,_s,.b¢ins_ [corrugated 
lengthwise,"s'aid"clips*presenting‘a medial portion overlyf 
ing the. uppersdge otthepansl tolwhieh itisapplied 
and outerjand‘ ‘inner leg pqrtignsiextenditlg . downwardly 
over the‘ outerand linner'surfaices‘ of the panel, the, cor 
rugations‘ of said clips serving'to space the‘upper' portions 
of the‘ panels fromrthe underlying?wa‘ll, Ethyepfroht and 
medial portions of the ‘said clips forming‘? rest supporting 
the ldwer recessed Portions? the nextepnerfwurse‘ of 
panels',7a'series of" b/arb‘sjproject'ing‘upwardlyifrom the 
top vof thefront portionpiofnsaidpclips wand'lp'rojectingnup 
wards into the‘body ‘of said upper course 'of"panelsjand 
holding said panels spaced outwardly-“from the top edge 
of the panels to which‘ the clips are ?tted. V 
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